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Formal Language Teaching Versus Informal
Language Learning
This book explores the relationship between online second language (L2) communicative activities and
formal language learning. It provides empirical evidence of the scale of L2 English use online, investigating
the forms most commonly used, the activities likely to cause discomfort and the challenges experienced by
users, and takes a critical approach to the nature of language online beyond the paradigms of ‘written’
versus ‘spoken’. The author explores the possibilities for language teaching practices that engage with and
integrate learners’ L2 English online use, not only to support it but to use it as input for classroom learning
and to enhance and exploit its incidental learning outcomes. This book will be of interest to postgraduate
students and researchers interested in computer-mediated communication, online discourse and Activity
Theory, while language teachers will find the practical ideas for lesson content invaluable as they strive to
create a successful language learning community.
The aim of this book was to present innovative applications of technology in second language teaching and
learning, as well as to explore the transformation of the different techniques to different theoretical
frameworks. It has also been desired to have a representation of researchers from different parts of the
world as contributors. When the reviewing process was finished, there were nine selected chapters from
seven different countries: Canada, Finland, France, Ireland, Spain, Sweden, and Singapore. Thus, the
chapters of this book consist of the work of eleven young researchers within the field of net-based language
learning. These nine chapters all deal with topical areas of Internet-based Computer-assisted language
learning (CALL). Following Notes on Contributors, Acknowledgements, and Foreword, the following papers
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are included in this book: (1) Introduction on Views of Emergent Researchers in L2 Teaching and Learning
with Technology (Sylvie Thous͡ny and Linda Bradley); (2) Personal Learning Environments in Higher
Education Language Courses: An Informal and Learner-Centred Approach (Ilona Laakkonen); (3)
QuickAssist: Reading and Learning Vocabulary Independently with the Help of CALL and NLP
Technologies (Peter Wood); (4) Self-Assessment and Tutor Assessment in Online Language Learning
Materials: InGenio FCE Online Course and Tester (Ana Sevilla-Pavn̤, Antonio Martn̕ez-Sèz, and Jos
̌Macario de Siqueira); (5) Mobile-Assisted Language Learning: Designing for Your Students (Agnieszka
Palalas); (6) A Design for Intercultural Exchange--An Analysis of Engineering Students' Interaction with
English Majors in a Poetry Blog (Linda Bradley, Berner Lindstrm̲, Hans Rystedt, and Magnus Gustafsson);
(7) Developing Sociolinguistic Competence through Intercultural Online Exchange (Mathy Ritchie); (8)
Second Language Learning by Exchanging Cultural Contexts through the Mobile Group Blog (Yinjuan
Shao); (9) Dynamically Assessing Written Language: To what Extent Do Learners of French Language
Accept Mediation? (Sylvie Thous͡ny); and (10) Computer-Mediated Negotiated Interactions: How is Meaning
Negotiated in Discussion Boards, Text Chat and Videoconferencing? (Cďric Sarr)̌. A name index is
included. (Individual papers contain references.).
Discusses ways to integrate reading instruction with language instruction and includes lessons that emphasize
ongoing assessment and choosing appropriate books according to reading and language level.
“Theoretically wise and practically powerful, this book is about how to take full advantage of advances in
technology and the learner autonomy they afford, rather than simply adapt to or deny them. It issues a
clarion call to language educators and administrators interested in building on recent advances in language
learning via the informal avenues of digital communications.” --Mark Dressman, Professor Emeritus,
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, US, Professor and Chair of English at Khalifa University,
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UAE “This important and original book challenges us to rethink the design and delivery of the language
learning opportunities universities provide for their students. Drawing on Complex Dynamic Systems Theory,
Self-Determination Theory and her own empirical explorations of informal online language learning,
Denyze Toffoli paints a portrait of today’s university language learner that is novel, unexpected and urgent.”
--David Little, Fellow and Associate Professor Emeritus at Trinity College, Ireland This book takes a fresh
look at both context and the language learner in an attempt to shed light on the holistic and ever-changing
system of the contemporary L2 speaker’s language development. Drawing on complex dynamic systems
theory as a means to more fully understand the holistic nature of contemporary language learning, the
author attempts to bridge the longstanding gap between formal language provision in Higher Education
institutions, and more informal language acquisition achieved through activities such as listening to music,
watching films and television, and playing games. Based on a theoretical understanding of the interplay
between these contexts, contents and practices, the author offers suggestions concerning the shape of
language centres in higher education and the role of teachers in readying the contemporary language learner
for autonomous lifelong and lifewide language development. This book will be of particular interest to
language teachers, teacher trainers, and higher education administrators.
Differentiated Instruction
Some Psychological Perspectives on Language Learning
An Ethnographic Study
Issues, Experiences and Suggestions for Teaching and Learning
Integrating Informal Learning Into Formal Language Education
A Literacy Practices Approach for 6-12 Classrooms
Preschool Bilingual Education
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First Published in 2003. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor &
Francis, an informa company.
Most learning on the job is informal. This book offers advice on
how to support, nurture, and leverage informal learning and
helps trainers to go beyond their typical classes and programs
in order to widen and deepen heir reach. The author reminds us
that we live in a new, radically different, constantly changing,
and often distracting workplace. He guides us through the
plethora of digital learning tools that workers are now
accessing through their computers, PDAs, and cell phones.
The 23rd EUROCALL conference was organised by the Cyprus
University of Technology Language Centre. The theme of the
conference was “CALL communities and Culture”. Between the 24th
and 27th August 2016, over 135 presentations were delivered and
27 posters were presented; 84 of these presentations appear in
this volume of selected peer-reviewed short papers.
This is the first collection of research studies to explore the
potential for mixed methods to shed light on foreign or second
language learning by young learners in instructed contexts. It
brings together recent studies undertaken in Cameroon, China,
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Croatia, Ethiopia, France, Germany, Italy, Kenya, Mexico,
Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Tanzania and the UK. Themes include
English as an additional language, English as a second or
foreign language, French as a modern foreign language, medium of
instruction controversies and content and language integrated
learning (CLIL). The volume reviews the choice of research
methodologies for early language learning research in schools
with a particular focus on mixed methods and proposes that in
the multidisciplinary context of early language learning this
paradigm allows for a more comprehensive understanding of the
evidence than other approaches might provide. The collection
will be of interest to in-service and trainee teachers of young
language learners, graduate students in the field of TESOL and
early language learning, teacher educators, researchers and
policymakers.
A Content-Based Language Teaching Approach
Balancing Reading & Language Learning
A Guide for Elementary School Teachers
University Language Learners in the 21st Century
Teaching to Exceed the English Language Arts Common Core State
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Standards
Innovative language teaching and learning at university:
integrating informal learning into formal language education
Innovative Strategies for Heritage Language Teaching

Language learning is a complex and challenging endeavor. For students to
achieve the desired proficiency in English as a Foreign Language (EFL)
their institutions need to invest time, effort and huge resources in order to
cater for different learning styles. To be cost effective, many languageteaching institutions strive to provide intensive foreign language (FL)
instruction to reduce the time period needed to learn the target language.
This explains the current interest in combining differe...
Cantonese is a language from southern China that is spoken by roughly 70
million people worldwide. It is the language of Hong Kong cinema and has
traditionally been the most prominent language spoken in Chinatowns
around the world. People choose to learn Cantonese for a variety of social
and economic reasons: because it is a heritage language that one’s
relatives speak; because it is the language of one’s partner and
monolingual in-laws; because it is necessary for living and working in
Hong Kong, Macau, Guangzhou, or other Cantonese-speaking
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communities; because it is the bridge to fully appreciating and
understanding Cantonese culture; or simply because it is an irresistible
challenge. Whatever the motivation, more and more people are choosing to
learn Cantonese as an additional language. This book discusses many
issues related to both acquiring and teaching Cantonese. If you are a
learner of Cantonese, this long overdue volume is essential to
understanding both the grammatical and the social issues involved with
learning this notoriously difficult language. If you are a teacher, this book
will be invaluable to gaining insight into your students’ motivations and
needs. And finally, if you are an applied linguist, the unique aspects related
to the acquisition of Cantonese offer a fascinating contribution to the
literature.
The purpose of this study is to investigate and compare the informal
learning activities which French-speaking higher education students in
Brussels engage in while learning English and Dutch. The informal learning
of English was investigated in 2012, while the informal learning of Dutch
was studied in 2015 and then compared to the informal learning of English.
The outcomes of this study highlight the importance of raising students'
awareness of their informal learning and of raising teachers' awareness of
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what students do to enhance informal language learning. Teachers may
then encourage informal learning by suggesting appropriate materials and
methods. The study gives an insight into informal language learning within
a formal learning system and the importance of recognising its role therein.
[For the complete volume, "Beyond the Language Classroom: Researching
MOOCs and Other Innovations," see ED574781.].
This volume encompasses the range of research questions on languagerelated problems that arise in language teaching, learning and assessment.
The [150] chapters are written by experts in the field who each offer their
insights into current and future directions of research, and who suggest
several highly relevant research questions. Topics include, but are not
limited to: language skills teaching, language skills assessment and
testing, measurement, feedback, discourse analysis, pragmatics,
semantics, language learning through technology, CALL, MALL, ESP, EAP,
ERPP, TBLT, materials development, genre analysis, needs analysis,
corpus, content-based language teaching, language teaching and learning
strategies, individual differences, research methods, classroom research,
form-focused instruction, age effects, literacy, proficiency, and teacher
education and teacher development. The book serves as a reference and
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offers inspiration to researchers and students in language education. An
important skill in reviewing the research literature is following a study’s
“plan of attack.” Broadly, this means that before accepting and acting upon
the findings, one considers a) the research question (Is it clear and
focused? Measurable?), b) the subjects examined, the methods deployed,
and the measures chosen (Do they fit the study’s goal and have the
potential to yield useful results?), and c) the analysis of the data (Do the
data lead to the discussion presented? Has the author reasonably
interpreted results to reach the conclusion?). Mohebbi and Coombe’s
book, Research Questions in Language Education and Applied Linguistics:
A Reference Guide, helps budding researchers take the first step and
develop a solid research question. As the field of language education
evolves, we need continual research to improve our instructional and
assessment practices and our understanding of the learners’ language
learning processes. This book with its remarkable 150 topics and 10 times
the number of potential research questions provides a wealth of ideas that
will help early career researchers conduct studies that move our field
forward and grow our knowledge base. Deborah J. Short, Ph.D., Director,
Academic Language Research & Training, Past President, TESOL
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International Association (2021-22) As a teacher in graduate programs in
TESOL I frequently come across the frustration of students at centering
their research interests on a particular topic and developing research
questions which are worth pursuing so as to make a contribution to the
field. This frustration stems from the fact that our field is so vast and
interrelated, that it is often impossible to properly address all that interests
them. Hence, I wholeheartedly welcome this most relevant and innovative
addition to the research literature in the field of TESOL and Applied
Linguistics. Coombe and Mohebbi have created a real tour de force that
stands to inform budding researchers in the field for many years to come.
Additionally, the cutting-edge depiction of the field and all it has to offer
will no doubt update the research agendas of many seasoned researchers
around the world. The 150 chapters are organized in a most powerful, yet,
deceptively simple way offering a positioning within the topic, suggesting
questions that might direct inquiry and offering a basic set of bibliographic
tools to start the reader in the path towards research. What is more, the
nine sections in which the chapters are organized leave no area of the field
unexplored. Dr. Gabriel Díaz Maggioli, Academic Advisor, Institute of
Education, Universidad ORT del Uruguay, President, IATEFL
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Early Language Learning
Explorations of Language Teaching and Learning with Computational
Assistance
Teaching English Through ELA, Mathematics, Science, and Social Studies
Second Language Teaching and Learning with Technology: Views of
Emergent Researchers
A Resource for Teaching English Language Learners, K-5
Enhancements and Limitations to ICT-Based Informal Language Learning:
Emerging Research and Opportunities
Memory, Meaning & Method
Computer-based technologies can enhance language learning and
help students embrace the complexities of an additional
language. Due to rapid technological changes, innovative
teaching approaches and strategies are necessary in order to
successfully integrate new technologies within language
teaching. Explorations of Language Teaching and Learning with
Computational Assistance provides cutting-edge research which
evaluates, improves, and applies effective pedagogy in the
fields of computer-assisted language learning (CALL) and foreign
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language learning. It expands on the principles, theories,
design, and implementation of computer-assisted language
learning programs.
Professor Stern puts applied linguistics research into its
historical and interdisciplinary perspective. He gives an
authoritative survey of past developments worldwide and
establishes a set of guidelines for the future. There are six
parts: Clearing the Ground, Historical Perspectives, Concepts of
Language, Concepts of Society, Concepts of Language Learning,
and Concepts of Language Teaching.
Contents: The Nature of Language, Acquisition of the First
Language, Approaches to Language Teaching, Grammar-Translation
Method, Structural Approach, Audio- Lingual and Direct Method,
Bilingual Method, Communicative Language Teaching, Language
Content and Kinds of Lessons, Techniques for Teaching English,
Teaching English in Universities, Teaching English in English
Medium Schools, Equipping the English Teacher, Micro-teaching in
Teacher Education.
Provides a comprehensive and unique examination of global
language learning outside of the formal school setting Authored
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by a prominent team of international experts in their respective
fields, The Handbook of Informal Language Learning is a one-of-akind reference work and it is a timely and valuable resource for
anyone looking to explore informal language learning outside of
a formal education environment. It features a comprehensive
collection of cutting edge research areas exploring the cultural
and historical cases of informal language learning, along with
the growing area of digital language learning, and the future of
this relevant field in national development and language
education. The Handbook of Informal Language Learning examines
informal language learning from both theoretical and practical
perspectives. Structured across six sections, chapters cover
areas of motivation, linguistics, cognition, and multimodality;
digital learning, including virtual contexts, gaming,
fanfiction, vlogging, mobile devices, and nonformal programs;
and media and live contact, including learning through
environmental print, tourism/study abroad. The book also
provides studies of informal learning in four national contexts,
examines the integration of informal and formal classroom
learning, and discusses the future of language learning from
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different perspectives. Edited by respected researchers of
computer-mediated communication and second language learning and
teacher education Features contributions by leading
international scholars reaching out to a global audience
Presents an exciting and progressive selection of chapters in a
rapidly expanding field of research and teaching Provides a
state-of-the-art collection of the theories, as well as the
historical, cultural and international cases relating to
informal language learning and its future in a digital age
Covers 30 key topics that represent pioneering findings and new
research The Handbook of Informal Language Learning is an
essential resource for researchers, students, and professionals
in the fields of language acquisition, English as a second
language, and foreign language education.
A Practical Guide for the Classroom
Agency in Interactions Between Children, Teachers, and Parents
A Reference Guide
Theory, Research, and Practice
Second Language Use Online and its Integration in Formal
Language Learning
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CALL communities and culture – short papers from EUROCALL 2016
Formal and Informal Education

Narrative Inquiry in Language Teaching and Learning Research
provides an entry-level introduction to research methods using
stories, as data or as a means of presenting findings, that is
grounded in published empirical research within the field of
language teaching and learning. It discusses basic definitions
and concepts in narrative inquiry, explains how and why
narrative methods have been used in language teaching and
learning research, and outlines the different approaches and
topics covered by this research. It also examines the different
ways of eliciting, analyzing, and presenting narrative inquiry
data.Narrative inquiry offers exciting prospects for language
teaching and learning research and this book is the first
focused and practical guide for readers who are interested in
understanding or carrying out narrative studies.
The Handbook of Informal Language LearningJohn Wiley &
Sons
This volume collects selected papers from the 2017 Innovative
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Language Teaching and Learning at University conference,
which took place on the 16th of June at The Open University.
The theme of the conference was Integrating informal learning
into formal language education. The aim of the conference was
to engage in productive collaboration between language
professionals to further equip students to succeed in our evergrowing landscape of formal and informal learning. This is the
third volume in a series of books compiling papers from the
InnoConf conferences. It follows from the first two volumes in
2015 and 2016 respectively: Enhancing participation and
collaboration (Goria, Speicher, & Stollhans, 2016) and
Enhancing employability (Álvarez-Mayo, Gallagher-Brett, &
Michel, 2017).
In today’s modernized world, digital technology has taken the
forefront in all aspects of society, including education.
Students have access to numerous electronic devices, which
has made online learning materials highly accessible. These
technological impacts have blurred the distinction between
formal and informal language learning methods. Informally
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learned English has lost proficiency when assessing student
performance. Sizable research is necessary to study and
understand the informal methods of language learning using
technology. Enhancements and Limitations to ICT-Based
Informal Language Learning: Emerging Research and
Opportunities is a pivotal reference source that provides vital
research on the implementation of technological opportunities
within informal language teaching methods along with the
drawbacks that limit its efficiency. While highlighting topics
such as acculturation, student perception, and autonomous
applications, this publication explores how learners perform
ICT-based activities beyond the classroom and assesses the
linguistic gains generated by informal ICT uses. This book is
ideally designed for teachers, IT consultants, educational
software developers, researchers, policymakers, and academic
professionals seeking current research on technological
techniques within second language learning and teaching.
Complexity and Mixed Methods
From Chatroom to Classroom
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Applying the "10,000-Hour Rule" to English Language Learning
Informal Learning
Innovative Language Teaching and Learning at University
Fundamental Concepts of Language Teaching
CALL in a climate of change: adapting to turbulent global
conditions – short papers from EUROCALL 2017
Young people around the world are increasingly able to access English language
media online for leisure purposes and interact with other users of English. This
book examines the extent of these phenomena, their effect on language
acquisition and their implications for the teaching of English in the 21st century.
2017 saw the 25th conference for the European Association of ComputerAssisted Language Learning (EUROCALL). Every year, EUROCALL serves as a
rich venue to share research, practice, new ideas, and to make new international
friends – and this year was no different. It is an innovative and inspiring
conference in which researchers and practitioners share their novel and insightful
work on the use of technology in language learning and teaching. This volume of
short papers captures the pioneering spirit of the conference and you will find
here both inspiration and ideas for theory and practice.
Informal language learning beyond the classroom plays an important and
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growing role in language learning and teaching. This Handbook brings together
the existing body of research and unites the various disciplines that have
explored this area, in order to present the current state of knowledge in one
accessible resource. Much of adult learning takes place outside of formal
education and for language learning, it is likely that out-of-class experiences play
an equally important role. It is therefore surprising that the role of informal
language learning has received little attention over the years, with the vast
majority of research instead focusing on the classroom. Researchers from a
range of backgrounds, however, have started to realise the important contribution
of informal language learning, both in its own right, and in its relationship with
classroom learning. Studies in the areas of learner autonomy, learning strategies,
study abroad, language support, learners’ voices, computer-mediated
communication, mobile-assisted language learning, digital gaming, and many
others, all add to our understanding of the complex and intersecting ways in
which learners construct their own language learning experiences, drawing from
a wide range of resources, including materials, teachers, self-study, technology,
other learners and native speakers. This Handbook provides a sound and
comprehensive basis for researchers and graduate students to build upon in their
own research of language learning and teaching beyond the classroom.
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Alan Rogers looks at learning (formal, nonformal and informal) and examines the
hidden world of informal (unconscious, unplanned) learning. He points out the
importance of informal learning for creating tacit attitudes and values, knowledge
and skills which influence (conscious, planned) learning – formal and non-formal.
Moreover, he explores the implications of informal learning for educational
planners and teachers in the context of lifelong learning. While mainly aimed at
adult educators, the book’s arguments apply also to schooling and higher
education, in both industrialised societies and developing countries where large
numbers of children and adults are not and have not been in school and so rely
on informal learning to manage change.
Computer Learner Corpora, Second Language Acquisition and Foreign
Language Teaching
The Routledge Handbook of Language Learning and Teaching Beyond the
Classroom
Narrative Inquiry in Language Teaching and Learning Research
Learning in the Workplace (Routledge Revivals)
The Online Informal Learning of English
The Base of the Iceberg
ECSM 2019 6th European Conference on Social Media
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Accessible and hands-on, this textbook provides a comprehensive introduction to
teaching language through content, an approach known as Content-Based Language
Teaching (CBLT). A content-based, language-focused approach to teaching in the
disciplines is essential to serving the language and disciplinary needs of English
learners (ELs) in the classroom. Guided by learning standards and informed by
research, this book demonstrates how content materials in the English Language Arts
(ELA), Mathematics, Science, and Social Studies can be harnessed to develop the
English language proficiency of ELs as well as advance their disciplinary knowledge
and skills. Using content materials in ELA, Mathematics, Science, and Social Studies
as a starting point, this textbook illustrates how to teach English as an additional
language effectively by integrating language instruction with disciplinary teaching. It
showcases numerous learning and instructional activities, complete with targeted
language exemplified in sentential and discourse contexts, direct instruction, teacher
modeling, guided and individual practices, and assessments, which are further backed
up by detailed discussions of their goals, rationales, and implementation. This textbook
also features a discussion of differentiation to address the varied needs of students. To
further assist readers in determining how to incorporate language instruction, Peng
identifies extensive possibilities for language teaching that are based on the same
content materials and beyond those targeted by sample learning activities. Each
chapter ends with three types of exercises—multiple-choice questions, open-ended
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discussion questions, and problems of application—to bolster understanding, promote
reflection, and encourage application. Complementing the book are additional online
resources, including ready-to-use PowerPoints, which are available on the book’s
webpage at Routledge.com/9780367521134. Covering key issues such as
characteristics of effective language instruction, differentiation, and the challenges
associated with CBLT, this is an essential text in TESOL methods and content-area
language teaching, as well as an invaluable resource for pre-service and in-service
ESL/EFL teachers and content-area teachers who are interested in furthering their
students’ language and literacy development.
This book offers a comprehensive examination of the theory, research, and practice of
the use of digital games in second and foreign language teaching and learning (L2TL).
It explores how to harness the enthusiasm, engagement, and motivation that digital
gaming can inspire by adopting a gameful L2TL approach that encompasses gameenhanced, game-informed, and game-based practice. The first part of the book situates
gameful L2TL in the global practices of informal learnful L2 gaming and in the theories
of play and games which are then applied throughout the discussion of gameful L2TL
practice that follows. This includes analysis of practices of digital game-enhanced L2TL
design (the use of vernacular, commercial games), game-informed L2TL design
(gamification and the general application of gameful principles to L2 pedagogy), and
game-based L2TL design (the creation of digital games purposed for L2 learning).
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Designed as a guide for researchers and teachers, the book also offers fresh insights
for scholars of applied linguistics, second language acquisition, L2 pedagogy, computerassisted language learning (CALL), game studies, and game design that will open
pathways to future developments in the field.
This book takes stock of current research into computer learner corpora conducted both
by ELT and SLA specialists. It should be of particular interest to researchers looking to
assess its relevance to SLA theory and ELT practice. Throughout the volume,
emphasis is also placed on practical, methodological aspects of computer learner
corpus research, in particular the contribution of technology to the research process.
The advantages and disadvantages of automated and semi-automated approaches are
analyzed, the capabilities of linguistic software tools investigated, the corpora (and
compilation processes) described in detail. In this way, an important function of the
volume is to give practical insight to researchers who may be considering compiling a
corpus of learner data or embarking on learner corpus research.The volume is divided
into three main sections: · Section 1 gives a general overview of learner corpus
research; · Section 2 illustrates a range of corpus-based approaches to interlanguage
analysis; · Section 3 demonstrates the direct pedagogical relevance of learner corpus
work.
Melding cutting-edge research with practical innovations in teaching practice, the
contributors to this volume confront the limitations of existing approaches in heritage
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language learning to introduce new solutions informed by linguistic, sociolinguistic, and
educational research on heritage languages. The result is a unique and essential text,
the only comprehensive guide for the HL classroom based on the latest theory and
research with practical suggestions for the classroom.
Approaches To English Language Teaching
Cantonese as a Second Language
Proceedings of the Applied Linguistics and Language Teaching Conference 2019 :
Engaging in Change: New Perspectives of Teaching and Learning
Informal Learning and Institution-wide Language Provision
Emerging Research and Opportunities
Schools and Informal Learning in a Knowledge-Based World
Historical and Interdisciplinary Perspectives on Applied Linguistic Research

Informal education is the process of education where the attainment of learning
follows practices that depend on interactive, dialogic and experiential subject
matter whereas formal education refers to a move systematic and structured form
of education. This book on formal and informal education takes into account the
locations where educational is imparted, the various methodologies that facilitate
learning and the interactive tools that help in the learning process. It includes
contributions of experts and scientists which will provide innovative insights into
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this field. The book aims to shed light on some of the unexplored aspects of formal
and informal education and the recent researches in this field. Coherent flow of
topics, students-friendly language and extensive use of examples make this book an
invaluable source of knowledge.
The nature of the workplace and the workforce has changed rapidly in postindustrial society. Most workers are now facing the need for high levels of
preparatory education, retraining for new jobs and the ability to continue learning
at work in order to keep up with new developments. The book, first published in
1987, argues that training in the workplace often fails because it is based on
conditions that no longer prevail in modern organisations. The mechanistic
approach of the behaviourist paradigm, it is argued, views the organisation as a
machine and training as the preparation of workers for machine-like work
according to their levels in the hierarchy, much as on an assembly line. The
humanists’ advocation of collaborative learning has changed but not fundamentally
altered this conception. This book will be of interest to students of education and
business management.
On the ideology and working of the Rishi Valley School, a co-educational,
residential public school in Chittoor District of Andhra Pradesh, run by the
Krishnamurti Foundation (India).
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As the new English Language Arts Common Core State Standards take hold across
the United States, the need grows for pre-service and in-service teachers to be ready
to develop curriculum and instruction that addresses their requirements. This
timely, thoughtful, and comprehensive text directly meets this need. It delineates a
literacy practices and critical engagement curriculum framework for 6-12 English
language arts education that explains and illustrates how the Standards’ highest and
best intentions for student success can be implemented from a critical, culturally
relevant perspective that is firmly grounded in current literacy learning theory and
research. The first 6-12 English language arts methods text to be aligned with the
Standards, this book also addresses their limitations — formalist assumptions
about literacy learning, limited attention to media/digital literacies, lack of attention
to critical literacies, and questionable assumptions about linking standards and text
complexity to specific grade levels. Specific examples of teachers using the literacy
practices/critical engagement curriculum framework in their classrooms shows how
these limitations can be surpassed. Features • Moves the CCSS framework into a
view that literacy is a contextualized, social practice • Challenges simplistic models
that homogenize adolescent learners • Adds the important element of critical
literacy to English language arts classrooms • Provides specific examples of
teachers in action implementing these practices • Interactive Companion Website
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with student and instructor resources. The Website is designed to foster
interactivity through participation in an online teaching planning simulation with a
text, video, or case on one side of the screen and a chat box for instructors and
students to share their reactions and planning ideas. The Companion Website is
linked to a wiki that serves as a repository for links, activities/units, and further
reading.
Research Questions in Language Education and Applied Linguistics
Write Track
Informal Learning and Its Impact on Formal and Non-formal Learning
Learning Skills
ECEL 2019 18th European Conference on e-Learning
Rediscovering the Natural Pathways That Inspire Innovation and Performance
Adult learners of English as an Additional Language (EAL) in Canada do not receive sufficient
instruction through classes alone to achieve distinguished levels of proficiency or develop high
levels of expertise. This article will explore what is meant by proficiency and look at language
learning in terms of the model that has commonly become known as "the 10,000 hour rule" of
expertise. This paper attempts to answer the question, what would it take for an EAL learner in
Canada to achieve the 10,000 hours necessary to achieve high levels of expertise in language
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proficiency? Three adult EAL programs in Winnipeg are considered for the number of
instructional hours that they offer, and how informal learning is necessary to supplement
classroom instruction in order to achieve 10,000 hours of dedicated practice necessary to
develop expertise. Recommendations are offered to help educators and learners understand the
important role of self-regulated, in-formal learning in achieving language proficiency. [Note:
This paper was presented as the keynote address at the 2012 TEAM Conference held on May 18,
2012 in Winnipeg.].
This book has two purposes: To open up the debate on the role of informal education in
schooling systems and to suggest the kind of school organizational environment that can best
facilitate the recognition of informal learning. Successive chapters explore what is often seen as
a duality between informal and formal learning. This duality is particularly so because
education systems expend so much time and effort in certifying formal knowledge often
expressed in school subjects reflecting academic disciplines.Recognizing the contribution
informal learning can make to young people’s understanding and development does not negate
the importance of valued social knowledge: That complements it. Students come to school with
knowledge learnt from their families, peers, the community and both traditional and social
media. They should not have to "unlearn" this in order to enter the world of formal learning.
Rather, students’ different learning "worlds" should be integrated so that each informs the
other. In a knowledge-based society, all learning needs to be valued. Some contributors to this
book reflect on how new educational systems could be created in a move away from top-down
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authoritarian and bureaucratic management. Such open systems are seen to be more welcoming
in acknowledging the importance of informal learning. Others provide practical examples of
how informal learning is currently recognized. Some attention is also paid to the evaluation of
informal learning. A key objective of the work presented here is to stimulate debate about the
role of informal learning in knowledge-based societies and to stimulate thinking about the kind
of reforms needed to create more open and more democratic school learning environments.
This volume contains a selection of eighteen articles that originated as papers presented at the
Second Applied Linguistics and Language Teaching International Conference and Exhibition
(ALLT): Engaging in Change: New Perspectives of Teaching and Learning which was held from
7 to 9 March 2019 at Zayed University, Dubai, United Arab Emirates. The papers selected for
inclusion showcase contributions that document theory, research, and pedagogy within the field
of ALLT in the Arab Gulf and beyond. The volume is divided into five sections: · Teaching of
Language Skills and Subskills · Student Engagement, Motivation and Wellbeing · Curriculum
Development and Pedagogy · English Language Teaching and Technology · Language-Based
and Classroom-Based Research The papers included in this volume represent the diverse
backgrounds, experiences, and research interests of the ALLT presenters. The contributions are
a mix of theoretical, empirical and pedagogical practices with a strong emphasis on language
teaching. While most of the papers in the proceedings focus on English language, the findings
gained and lessons learned are also useful to the teaching of any language. This makes the
Proceedings of the Applied Linguistics and Language Teaching (ALLT 2019) Conference:
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Engaging in Change: New Perspectives of Teaching and Learning an invaluable resource,
addressing important aspects of contemporary research topics and the pedagogy of language
teaching
This volume provides an up-to-date collection of key aspects related to current preschool
bilingual education research from a socio-linguistic perspective. The focus is on preschool
bilingual education in multilingual Europe, which is characterized by diverse language models
and children's linguistic backgrounds. The book explores the contemporary perspectives on
early bilingual education in light of the threefold theoretical framework of child's, teachers', and
parents' agencies in interaction in preschool bilingual education. Five significant theoretical
concepts are promoted in this volume: the ecology of language learning, an educational
partnership for bilingualism, a notion of agency in early language development and education,
language-conducive contexts, and language-conducive strategies. The volume examines
preschool bilingual education as embedded in specific socio-cultural contexts on the one hand
and highlights its universal features on the other. The book is a fundamental read for scholars
and students of second language teaching, preschool education, and bilingual education in
multilingual and multicultural societies.
Life at School
The Handbook of Informal Language Learning
Informal Learning Activities for Learners of English and for Learners of Dutch
Using Technology in Foreign Language Teaching
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Or, Why Informal Learning Is Essential to Achieving Language Proficiency
Gameful Second and Foreign Language Teaching and Learning
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